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Shake it Collaborations
SOS – Storms and outtakes (2021)
SOS – Storms and outtakes (2021) is a dance and
music performance for children aged 9-13 and
their adults about handling the unexpected and
unknown. An intimate, grand and musical
chrisemanegment for those who are afraid of the
future, but also for those who haven’t got the
mind to worry.

Idea, director and choreographer: Tove Sahlin/
Shake it Collaborations

Composers and mucisians: Stina Hellberg
Agback och Leo Svensson Sander

Dancers: Destiny af Kleen och Tove Sahlin
Light design: Jonatan Winbo
Costume design: Toni Tora Botwid
Set design: Jonatan Winbo och Toni Tora
Botwid

Sound design: Hella Collett
Technical consultant: Bill Vileika
Film & photo: José Figueroa
Producers : Katja Seitajoki
Thank you to all the participants born 2009:
Akiba, Carla, Diana, Lilith, Neomi och Nora

Production: Shake it Collaborations, Nordberg
Movement och aliasTeatern

Co-production between: Shake it Collaborations,
NorrlandsOperan och aliasTEATERN.

With support from Kulturrådet and Stockholm
Stad

contact:

Magnus Nordberg,
Nordberg Movement
Artistic Director: Tove Sahlin
Shake it Collaborations (SiC) is a Stockholm based,
internationally working company operating in the fields of
performance, dance, theatre and opera. Shake it
Collaborations functions as a platform to share artistic ideas
and it also provides means for research and a creative
context for invited collaborators through its projects. The
company is expanding and reshaping, from project to
project, depending on the different collaborators.

info@nordbergmovement.se
tel. +4670-4507060
www.nordbergmovement.se

The SiC projects often host an intrinsic critique to power
structures in society, and they investigate body and identity
politics. Furthermore, they propose alternatives on how to
shake up the existing formats of theatre and social
conventions. Instead of departing from one expression, SiC
starts from a concept and then chooses the most suitable
form and format to address the topic and context.
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